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Figure 1: The illustration of color restoration using PColorizor: For a color-faded painting [84] (A), an ideorealm-congruent
poem (B) is first provided as input into a poem-painting congruence module (C) to search for relevant reference paintings.
Then, restorers utilize a color analysis module to find reliable color schemes (D) that have been applied to depict similar
ideorealm in the reference paintings [74, 82]. Moreover, a user-guided colorization module (E) is employed to assist restorers in
trial-and-error colorization. Finally, the system outputs a colorful revision (F) of the painting that can be used to direct physical
restoration.
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ABSTRACT
Color restoration of ancient Chinese paintings plays a significant
role in Chinese culture protection and inheritance. However, tradi-
tional color restoration is challenging and time-consuming because
it requires professional restorers to conduct detailed literature re-
views on numerous paintings for reference colors. After that, they
have to fill in the inferred colors on the painting manually. In this
paper, we present PColorizor, an interactive system that integrates
advanced deep-learning models and novel visualizations to ease
the difficulties of color restoration. PColorizor is established on the
principle of poem-painting congruence. Given a color-faded paint-
ing, we employ both explicit and implicit color guidance implied by
ideorealm-congruent poems to associate reference paintings. We
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propose a mountain-like visualization to facilitate efficient naviga-
tion of the color schemes extracted from the reference paintings.
This visual representation allows users to easily see the color dis-
tribution over time at both the ideorealm and imagery levels.
Moreover, we demonstrate the ideorealm understood by deep learn-
ing models through visualizations to bridge the communication
gap between human restorers and deep learning models. We also
adopt intelligent color-filling techniques to accelerate manual color
restoration further. To evaluate PColorizor, we collaborate with do-
main experts to conduct two case studies to collect their feedback.
The results suggest that PColorizor could be beneficial in enabling
the effective restoration of color-faded paintings.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Human-centered computing→ Visualization systems and
tools.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Ancient Chinese paintings are both witnesses of Chinese history
and inheritors of Chinese culture. Similar to other Chinese antiqui-
ties, most ancient Chinese paintings have shown varying degrees
of color fading due to improper preservation. This problem makes
it difficult for viewers to resonate with the conceptual feelings con-
veyed by the paintings. These conceptual feelings are referred to
as ideorealm. Color restoration aims to extend the life of ancient
Chinese paintings, which has more than 1,600 years of history. For
a color-faded painting, restorers need to sort through a wealth of
documents and images with the intention of inferring a faithful
interpretation of the original colors. In addition, modern restorers
perform numerous trial-and-error attempts to achieve satisfactory
coloring results on the digital paintings. This challenging and te-
dious process usually takes months, even years, to run.

The recent advances in deep learning have put a spotlight on
re-coloring ancient Chinese paintings. A plethora of automatic
methods have been adopted for various image-to-image translation
tasks, such as colorization and style transfer. Moreover, automatic
methods with limited interactions are also proposed to enable con-
trollable image translations. However, the “black box” problem of
deep learning models produces an obstacle to understanding color
inference, which is essential for human restorers to evaluate the
reliability of coloring results.

To infer faithful colors, we focus on associating ancient Chi-
nese paintings with ideorealm-congruent poems. We argue that the
ideorealm implied by poems are important cues that could guide
the color restoration for ancient paintings. First, Chinese poems
and paintings are regarded as two congruent forms of expression

for conveying the emotions and ideas of their authors. Generally,
Chinese painters are enthusiastic about inscribing poems on paint-
ings to highlight the congruent ideorealm indicated by visual and
textual imageries. Such cross-modal congruence is revealed by the
principle of “congruence between poems and paintings,” proposed
by a famous ancient Chinese poet (also painter) Dongpo Su. Second,
color fading leads to severe information loss, which produces gaps
for human restorers to find relevant paintings for reference. Un-
like visual information, textual poems have been better preserved,
which can serve as essential tools to mitigate information loss and
to identify reference paintings.

However, developing such a mixed-initiative method comes with
two major challenges: (1) Associating poems and paintings using
congruent ideorealm. Ancient Chinese poems are composed of high-
level abstract words that differ from the natural language used in
modern Chinese, which produces obstacles for employing exist-
ing cross-modal models to associate textual poems and paintings.
Learning such hidden representations across modalities constitutes
the first challenge, which is still under-explored. (2) Re-coloring
paintings with large-scale color references. Ancient artists created
a lot of paintings during the long history of Chinese art. There
can be many associated paintings to consider when recoloring an
ancient painting. Interactive visualizations play an important role
in bridging the gaps in human-AI collaboration. To facilitate the
co-coloring of faded paintings, it is essential to overcome the diffi-
culties of visualizing large-scale color collections, which poses the
second challenge.

To overcome the above challenges, we propose PColorizor, an
interactive system that enables deep collaboration between restor-
ers and deep learning models. We first leverage CLIP (Contrastive
Language-Image Pre-training) [45] to learn poem-painting congru-
ence due to its powerful strength in cross-modal alignment learning.
We then propose a visual analytic approach to assist restorers in
obtaining accurate color schemes. Based on this approach, we de-
velop an interface that consists of three views: (a) a board view
that supports restorers to construct flexible queries of different
imageries; (b) a timeline view that allows restorers to understand
the color distribution and evolution of reference paintings; (c) a
reference view that explores the ideorealm understood by CLIP and
provides a window to display the reference painting. Moreover, we
adopt an auto-coloring model to support colorization previews with
easy-to-use interactions. We finally conducted two case studies to
evaluate PColorizer, which suggests that restorers can improve the
efficiency of color restoration and discover new color insights.

The major contributions of our study are summarized as follows:
• We propose PColorizor, a novel interactive system that
leverages restorers with deep learning models to facilitate
easy color restoration for ancient Chinese paintings.

• We propose a novel visual analytic approach that extracts
implicit color references from large-scale paintings based on
the principle of congruence between paintings and poems.

• We conduct two case studies to demonstrate the usage of
PColorizer and collaborate with domain experts to evaluate
its effectiveness.
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2 RELATEDWORK
This section discusses three relevant topics to our study: image
colorization, color perception, and color design tools.

2.1 Image Colorization
As one of the most classic image-to-image translation tasks, im-
age colorization, which aims at adding color to grayscale images,
has received considerable attention from researchers. In general,
existing image colorization methods can be divided into two cat-
egories: automatic colorization [9, 23, 50, 68, 86] and user-guided
semi-automatic colorization [17, 29, 87].

Automatic colorization methods utilize deep learning models
to learn color inference from large training data. Cheng et al. [9]
first employed a fully connected neural network, which receives
three-level feature descriptors for each pixel in a grayscale image
and outputs the predicted chrominance values. To overcome the
desaturated colorization caused by standard regression loss, Zhang
et al. [86] formulated image colorization as a multinomial classifica-
tion problem with a convolutional neural network. However, these
pixel-independent colorization methods may fail to consider spatial
relations of pixels because they overlook the context of the pixel
in the image. Therefore, autoregression models such as PixColor
[15] and ColTran [23] have been proposed to model both spatial
and semantic interrelationships between pixels at low and high
resolution. Meanwhile, Su et al. [61] further extracted instances
from the image and fused their colorization results to reduce color
bleeding artifacts. In addition, advanced generative models such as
GAN [68] and diffusion models [50] have also been employed to
achieve plausible image colorization.

Compared to the described end-to-end methods, user-guided
semi-automatic colorization methods assume that users play a sig-
nificant role in reducing coloring uncertainty and artifacts. Accord-
ing to the type of user interaction, these methods can be classified
as scribble- [21, 25, 43, 73, 87], example- [16, 17, 49, 64, 72], and
text-based colorization [1, 5, 29, 71, 90].

Scribble-based colorization methods propagate user-input color
hints from scribbles. To determine the propagation direction, early
methods mainly utilize the similarity measures of low-level image
features such as luminance [25, 78] and texture [28, 43]. However,
these methods often require intensive and reliable user intervention
to achieve remarkable colorization results. To reduce the user bur-
den, Zhang et al. [87] proposed a deep learning approach that allows
users to control the colorization through sparse color hints. Kim et
al. [21] further used scribbles to solve the color bleeding problem at
weak grayscale contrast or along the edges inside objects. Consider-
ing that the color hints at different positions may require different
colorization efforts, Xia et al. [73] located the most representative
color anchors and offered them to users as hint position guidance.

Example-based colorization methods aim to transfer the color of
a reference image to a target image. Pioneering methods [49, 70] em-
ployed pixel-to-pixel matching based on low-level image features,
which is time-consuming and inaccurate. To optimize the transfer
process, subsequent methods have used semantic segmentation
[20, 64], multiple references [33, 89], and superpixel computation
[16]. However, the results of these methods still rely heavily on the
quality of the reference image, which should have similar objects,

illumination, and viewpoint to the target image. To alleviate this
problem, He et al. [17] first presented a deep learning-based simi-
larity subnetwork to detect semantically congruent regions in the
reference/target image for direct color transfer. In addition, they
also developed another colorization subnetwork to predict the pixel
color of the regions without appropriate matches. Xu et al. [75] and
Wu et al. [72] further facilitated such two stages to produce more
robust and vivid colorization results.

Text-based colorizationmethods refer to extracting explicit [5, 22,
29, 71, 90] or implicit [1] color guidance from natural language and
applying it to the input image. Concretely, explicit color guidance
typically includes apparent objects and their corresponding colors,
such as a green bear toy and a purple umbrella. However, these
methods are limited to specific textual descriptions of color, which
cannot cover the entire color space. Instead, implicit color guidance
comes from understanding abstract language such as sunny and
frozen. Specifically, Bahng et al. [1] proposed Text2Colors, which
first predicts multiple color palettes for the text and then colors the
image with a palette chosen by users.

Recently, Huang et al. [19] presented UniColor, a unified frame-
work that first integrates the above three types of user interaction
by transforming them into color hints represented by mathematical
vectors. In this study, we follow the basic idea of UniColor for its
comprehensive support of user interaction. In addition, we also
utilize several traditional image processing techniques [16, 28] to
deal with the colorization problem caused by the lack of paintings
with unusual styles.

2.2 Color Perception and Design Tools
Color is the fundamental element that makes up the world as per-
ceived by humans. Previous psychological work has extensively ex-
plored areas such as color preference [35, 36, 53] and color-concept
association [18, 46, 52]. Maule et al. [30] pointed out that human
perception and cognition of color are influenced by factors such as
biology, experience, culture, and environment. Moreover, the use of
color has also been extensively discussed in various design-related
fields [55, 63, 66]. For example, the colormap problem has been well
studied in the past 20 years [3, 27, 47, 48, 51], which contributes
various approaches for visualizing scalar data. Specifically, Borland
et al. [3] first summarized three problems with common rainbow
colormaps: confusing the viewer, obscuring the data, and actively
misleading interpretation. To obtain more reasonable design prin-
ciples for colormaps, Schloss et al. [51] conducted a comprehensive
comparison of user performance on a color-quantity mapping task
using colormaps with different background colors. They found that
the effect of the background color on this task depends on whether
the colormap uses a color scheme with different opacities. Further-
more, Reda et al. [48] demonstrated that colormaps with high color
categorization can improve user performance in cognitive tasks
even though they are considered unsuitable for perceptual tasks.

In addition to the theoretical research on color, a large number
of color design tools are developed for the efficient extraction and
application of color schemes [6, 41, 57, 58, 60, 76]. For example,
Phan et al. [41] constructed a continuous design space based on
art collections and presented an interpolation method based on
density estimation to generate infinite color schemes. Shugrina et
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al. [58] unified all tasks involved in creating color schemes through
an interactive interface to improve the efficiency of color designs.
Yan et al. [76] developed FlatMagic to assist professionals in fast
flat colorization for digital comics. De-Stijl [57] was developed by
considering the important role of color proportions and placement
in designing color schemes.

For artworks such as ancient Chinese paintings, viewers pay
attention to both the intuitive feelings conveyed by colors and the
conceptual feelings implied by painters. The scientific color the-
ory based on intuitive feelings is sometimes not applicable to the
perception of art [36]. For example, ancient Chinese painters may
deliberately employ bright colors to hide negative emotions. Such
contrast is one of the ancient Chinese art styles that could empha-
size painters’ emotions (see Case 1 in Section 7.1). In this study, we
leverage the congruence between ancient Chinese paintings and
poems to learn the deep alignment of their conceptual feelings (see
Section 3.1). We also build an interactive system that seamlessly
integrates visualization and image colorization techniques to im-
prove the color restoration workflow. This system allows restorers
to flexibly explore the relevant color space and efficiently preview
different color schemes.

3 DOMAIN ABSTRACT
In this section, we first introduce the congruence principle of an-
cient Chinese paintings and poems. We then provide a summary of
the three stages involved in the traditional color restoration work-
flow through interviewing two domain experts. They are highly ex-
perienced senior artists with over a decade of expertise in studying
ancient Chinese art. Finally, we propose a set of user requirements
to guide the design and development of PColorizor.

3.1 Congruence between Paintings and Poems
The congruence principle of ancient Chinese paintings and poems
was proposed by Shi Su, one of the most famous painters and poets
of the North Song Dynasty of China [56]. This principle suggests
that both painting and poem are artistic forms for literati to borrow
scenery to express emotions [85]. The congruence principle has
been extensively studied in various fields [4, 40, 67], yet its appli-
cation to ancient Chinese art remains underexplored. A specific
manifestation of this principle is that paintings and poems often
use the same objects to depict the scenery and convey congruent
conceptual feelings. In Chinese culture, these objects and concep-
tual feelings are called imagery and ideorealm, respectively [54].
For example, the painting and the poem in Fig. 1 contains three
categories of imagery (Fig. 1A): tranquil mountains, lush trees,
and boats decorated with colorful flags. These imageries create
a scenery of people celebrating festivals on the outskirts, which
suggests the painter’s wish for a prosperous and peaceful world.
Western artists have also expressed similar views. For example, the
5th-century ancient Greek poet Simonides said [24], “Painting is
mute poetry, poetry is a speaking picture.” Influenced by the congru-
ence principle, activities such as “writing poems for paintings” and
“drawing paintings according to poems” were widespread among
later Chinese literati groups [39]. The poems produced by these
activities, called ideorealm-congruent poems, are either inscribed di-
rectly on the paintings or recorded in books such as Xuanhe Huapu

[26]. Even though some paintings have disappeared, the associ-
ated poems have survived, such as Shi Su’s “Hui Chong Chunjiang
Wanjing” [83]. To learn poem-painting congruence, we develop a
cross-modal model that supports color restoration by easing the
difficulty of searching for reference paintings.

3.2 Virtual Color Restoration and Expert
Interview

Color reduction refers to the phenomenon of color changes (e.g.,
hue, saturation, or lightness) that have occurred to the painting over
time [2]. To solve this problem, traditional color restoration relies on
professional painters to manually restore the color-faded paintings
[12]. However, such a process is not only time-consuming and
laborious but also causes physical damage to the original paintings
[14]. Therefore, virtual color restoration based on digital images has
rapidly developed over the past 20 years [38, 69, 91]. The digitally
restored version of the paintings can serve as a reliable reference
for physical restoration. To gain a comprehensive understanding
of the current state of the color restoration domain, we organized
weekly one-hour offline meetings with these two restorers for a
period of two months.. Based on the meeting content, we abstracted
the three stages of the color restoration workflow and summarized
the difficulties.

Collection of reference paintings. The core of color restora-
tion is to find faded colors from other well-preserved paintings.
However, this work can be difficult even for experienced restor-
ers because they can not remember all the color schemes used in
ancient Chinese paintings. Therefore, restorers first need to ana-
lyze the color-faded painting, such as imagery categories, paint-
ing techniques, and the painter’s background. Then, they need to
collect relevant paintings based on these characteristics for refer-
ence. The collection stage is often time-consuming due to the huge
search space and complicated painting analysis. Content-based im-
age search methods have been applied to improve the efficiency of
collection. However, due to the incomplete color information, the
result of these search methods usually involves plenty of irrelevant
paintings, which increases the burden of reviewing work.

Selection of color schemes. Different color schemes may exist
in the collected reference paintings. Restorers need to filter out the
color schemes that disobey the basic principles of color restoration.
First, the color schemes should not conflict with the ideorealm
presented by paintings. Second, the color schemes should follow
the historical evolution of coloring skills adopted by painters across
different periods. The newly-founded color schemes should not
appear in the paintings created during older periods. Restorers
have to judge whether a color scheme satisfies the two principles
on their own knowledge, which is also difficult and challenging.

Colorization of faded paintings.During the colorization stage,
restorers need to outline unclear lines first and then colorize the
imageries according to the verified color schemes. As each imagery
in a painting may have multiple verified color schemes, restorers
must conduct extensive trial-and-error experiments to find the
optimal combination of these color schemes to achieve the overall
harmony of the painting. This process is repetitive and laborious for
restorers. Advanced image editing software (e.g., Adobe Photoshop
and Affinity Photo) has offered powerful tools (e.g., the Photoshop
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color match tool [42]) to modify colors efficiently. However, these
software programs are designed for general image editing tasks
and do not cater to virtual color restoration.

3.3 User Requirements
Based on the interviews with our experts, we further summarized a
list of user requirements, where R1-R3, R4-R5, and R6 correspond
to the three stages of virtual color restoration in sequence. The
requirements outline what users expect from our system when
interacting with it. To collect relevant paintings, users first need to
formulate queries that clearly communicate what they are looking
for in order for the system to search accordingly (R1). Moreover,
the search results should be directly visualized (R2), and the poem-
painting congruence should be revealed for users (R3). To select
color schemes, users require a comprehensive understanding of
how color schemes have evolved over time and investigate the
system-generated insights for deep color analysis (R5). Based on
the chosen color schemes, users need to preview colorization results
through trial-and-error experimentation (R6).

R1 Construction of search queries. Each restorer has their
own knowledge about the color restoration of ancient Chi-
nese paintings, which leads to various intentions for the
reference painting search. Thus, the interface should provide
restorers with tools to construct the search queries flexibly.

R2 Awareness of search results. The matching score of ref-
erence paintings directly reflects their congruence to the
queried imageries of the color-faded paintings, which is nec-
essary for restorers to find valuable paintings efficiently.
Moreover, for the huge color space involved in the search
results, an overview of these colors is beneficial for restorers
to select paintings that contain specific colors quickly.

R3 Alignment of painting imageries. Since the color schemes
used for restoration are extracted based on imagery units, the
reference paintings that match more queried imageries tend
to contain more intensive and effective color schemes. Be-
sides, reference paintings may share the same color schemes
for some imageries. Such relationships should be effectively
visualized to demonstrate the frequency of different color
schemes.

R4 Understanding of color evolution. In addition to follow-
ing the congruence principle, the color schemes used for
restoration must conform to the historical evolution of colors
(as mentioned in Section 3.2). Restorers believe that demon-
strating the temporal changes of color schemes can not only
assist in narrowing down the search range for reference col-
ors but also offer reliable guidance based on color statistics.

R5 Investigation of model insights. The insights from deep
learning models are not always consistent with user recog-
nition. Restorers are interested in the reasoning behind the
behavior of deep learning models, especially when the mod-
els hold insights contrary to their expertise.

R6 Trial-and-error colorization. In the general workflow of
colorization, restorers always re-color faded paintings while
reviewing the reference. The determination of the final color
schemes requires restorers to constantly try various color

schemes and adjust the detail of local color transfer. There-
fore, the interface needs to integrate semi-automatic col-
orization methods to accelerate the colorization process.

4 SYSTEM OVERVIEW
In response to the user requirements (Section 3.3), we propose
PColorizor, a novel interactive system to assist restorers in the
efficient restoration of color-faded paintings. Figure 2 demonstrates
the modules involved in the system: Query Construction module
provides image and text selection tools in a painting board (R1).
Poem-Painting Congruence module utilizes the congruence between
poems and paintings to retrieve reference paintings from a painting
database (R1). Color Analysis module designs mountain metaphors
and a hierarchical bar chart to visualize the congruence scores
(R2) and temporal distribution (R4) of the reference paintings. It
also integrates a glyph-based scatterplot to show the relationships
between the paintings (R3). Ideorealm Analysis module shows how
the deep learning model understands the congruence principle of
poems and paintings (R5).User-guided Colorizationmodule employs
a semi-automatic colorization model to facilitate the colorization
process (R6). We implemented the system as a web application
using React as the front-end framework, Flask in Python as the
back-end framework, and MySQL as the database platform.

5 ALGORITHM DESIGN
In this section, we introduce the models used in the poem-painting
congruence module and the user-guided colorization module. For
the poem-painting congruence module, we employ CLIP [45] for its
powerful learning ability of image-text representation alignment
(R1). For the user-guided colorization module, we employ a combi-
nation of UniColor [19] and general image colorization methods
[16, 28] that do not require any data training to overcome the lack
of paintings with unusual styles (R6). To train or fine-tune these
two models, we constructed a dataset containing more than 11,000
pairs of paintings and poems from the Internet. Specifically, we
first defined a set of keywords such as “ancient Chinese paintings
with inscribed poems” and “paintings in Xuanhe Huapu”. Based on
these keywords, we wrote Python scripts to automatically collect
painting images and text descriptions in their source web pages via
the Baidu search engine. For the text descriptions of each painting,
we then used NLP techniques such as text classification [62] to
extract poems or other sentences that represent the ideorealm of
the painting. Finally, we manually checked partial pairs of painting
images and texts to improve the quality of this dataset further.

5.1 Poem-Painting Congruence
CLIP [45] is a famous vision-language model pre-trained on 400
million image-text pairs on the web. This model has been widely
applied in image classification [45] and generation tasks [10, 37,
88] due to its excellent performance on the similarity calculation
between images and texts. In this work, we employ a Chinese
version of CLIP [77] to measure the congruence between paint-
ings and poems in accordance with the above reason. Consider-
ing that the original training data of CLIP rarely contains our
post-processing painting-poem pairs, we fine-tune CLIP using our
dataset. For convenience, we denote a painting as 𝑎 and a poem
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Figure 2: The system overview of PColorizor: For a color-faded painting and its ideorealm-congruent poem, the query construc-
tion module provides users with image and text selection tools to construct flexible queries. The poem-painting congruence
module is then applied to search reference paintings. For the recalled reference paintings, users can identify reliable color
schemes and verify their applicability using the color analysis module. The ideorealm analysis module further demonstrates
how the model understands the congruence principle. For the verified color schemes [59], users can conduct trial-and-error
colorization with the user-guided colorization module to restore the color-faded painting.

as 𝑜 . Given a batch of paired paintings and poems 𝑃𝑃𝑏𝑎𝑡𝑐ℎ =

{{𝑎1, 𝑜1}, {𝑎2, 𝑜2}, ..., {𝑎𝑛, 𝑜𝑛}}, CLIP uses an image encoder 𝐸𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑔𝑒

and a text encoder 𝐸𝑡𝑒𝑥𝑡 to project them into a joint embedding
space, in which the projected paintings and poems are represented
as 𝑃𝑃𝑒𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑑 = {{𝑒𝑎1 , 𝑒

𝑜
1 }, {𝑒

𝑎
2 , 𝑒

𝑜
2 }, ..., {𝑒

𝑎
𝑛, 𝑒

𝑜
𝑛}}. Specially, {𝑒𝑎𝑖 |𝑖 ∈

{0, 𝑛}} and {𝑒𝑜
𝑗
| 𝑗 ∈ {0, 𝑛}} are both embedding vectors with same

dimension 𝑑 . To construct the self-supervised contrastive loss in
CLIP, paired paintings and poems {𝑒𝑎

𝑖
, 𝑒𝑜

𝑗
}𝑖=𝑗 are labeled as pos-

itive samples, while unpaired paintings and poems in the batch
{𝑒𝑎
𝑖
, 𝑒𝑜

𝑗
}𝑖≠𝑗 are labeled as negative samples. Then, such contrastive

loss can be defined as [45]:

𝐿𝐶𝐿𝐼𝑃−𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛 =𝑚𝑖𝑛(
𝑛∑︁
𝑖

𝑛∑︁
𝑗

(𝑒𝑎𝑖 · 𝑒𝑜𝑗 )𝑖≠𝑗 −
𝑛∑︁
𝑖

(𝑒𝑎𝑖 · 𝑒𝑜𝑖 )) (1)

where · refers to cosine similarity. Fig. 2A shows a schematic dia-
gram of the model architecture of CLIP. For the fine-tuned model,

we show how it understands three different types of ideorealm in
Case 1 and the Appendix to demonstrate its performance.

5.2 User-guided Colorization
As the main component of the user-guided colorization module,
UniColor [19] supports both unconditional and conditional col-
orization, which facilitates the collaboration between restorers and
deep learning models. As shown in Fig. 2C, there are two subnet-
works in UniColor, namely Chroma-VQGAN (black) and Hybrid-
Transformer (purple). The Chroma-VQGAN is a variant of VQGAN
[13] that quantizes the latent representation of images according
to a learnable discrete codebook to obtain a robust image recon-
struction capability. Apart from the basic architecture of VQGAN,
the Chroma-VQGAN involves a grey encoder to provide the recon-
struction decoder with the structure information of the input image.
Considering that the color-fading paintings may contain partial
valuable color inference, we replace the grey encoder with a fade
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encoder that shares the same architecture with the color encoder
to integrate such information in reconstruction. Furthermore, we
adopt an extra CLIP loss [10, 88] to encourage the reconstructed
image to have congruent ideorealm with the poem. Therefore, the
total loss we used for training Chroma-VQGAN is defined as:

𝐿𝐶ℎ𝑟𝑜𝑚𝑎−𝑉𝑄𝐺𝐴𝑁 = 𝐿𝑟𝑒𝑐 + 𝐿𝑉𝑄 + 𝐿𝐺𝐴𝑁 + 𝐿𝐶𝐿𝐼𝑃 (2)

where 𝐿𝑟𝑒𝑐 , 𝐿𝑉𝑄 , 𝐿𝐺𝐴𝑁 represent reconstruction loss, vector quan-
tized loss, and adversarial loss respectively [13, 19]. Owing to the
fact that the Chroma-VQGAN requires paired color-fading and
color-preserved paintings as training data, we utilize several au-
tomatic colorization models [23, 68] that are trained on the color-
fading paintings to generate the color-fading version for each color-
preserved painting in our dataset. For the Hybrid-Transformer that
receives masked color tokens with color hints and color-fading
painting features, we follow the basic user interaction conversion
and training strategy presented in [19]. Such a subnetwork can fi-
nally output a complete quantized image representation demanded
by the reconstruction decoder in the Chroma-VQGAN.

6 INTERFACE DESIGN
In this section, we introduce three views that constitute the vi-
sual interface of PColorizor: the board view (Sec. 6.1, Fig. 3A), the
timeline view (Sec. 6.2, Fig. 3B), and the reference view (Sec. 6.3,
Fig. 3C). The board view integrates the query construction module
(R1) and the user-guided colorization module (R6). The timeline
view visualizes the results of the color analysis module (R2, R3,
R4). The reference view integrates the ideorealm analysis module
(R5) and the user-guided colorization module (R6).

6.1 Board View
The board view (Fig. 3A) comprises a painting board and two col-
lapsible panels at the right and bottom.

The painting board shows the input painting and provides the
following four tools in the left toolbox. The lasso selection tool
helps users draw and select imageries in the painting, which will be
used for searching for reference paintings (R1). The color transfer
tool automatically colorizes the selected imageries based on the
reference paintingwith the algorithm detailed in subsection 5.2. The
pencil and color extractor tools assist users in drawing scribbles on
the painting, which provide additional guidance for the colorization
algorithm, facilitating user-model collaboration (R6).

The right collapsible panel shows the input poem and allows
users to click on multiple Chinese characters in the poem to assem-
ble a textual description for the selected imagery. The right panel
also includes a table that displays all imageries in the current query,
allowing users to add or remove imageries. The bottom collapsi-
ble panel comprises a list of paintings that users save during the
colorization task. Users can select two paintings to compare them
side-by-side on the painting board.

6.2 Timeline View
To help users find accurate color schemes from the reference paint-
ings, we design the timeline view (Fig. 3B) using three visualizations.
First, mountain metaphors summarize the count and congruence
score distribution of the paintings under each dynasty (R2) and the

proportion of the color schemes used in them (R4). Second, glyph-
based scatterplots demonstrate the similarity of the paintings about
the imageries and the color schemes they contain (R3). Third, a
hierarchical bar chart allows users to find a subset of the paintings
with specific color schemes (R2).

Mountain metaphors (Fig. 3B-1). To reveal the evolution of
color schemes over time (R4), we split the reference paintings in
the search results by dynasty and visualize the paintings from each
dynasty based on a mountain metaphor. Each mountain represents
a dynasty. The width of a mountain encodes the length of the dy-
nasty, and the height indicates the number of reference paintings
belonging to that dynasty. The shape of the mountain is drawn
with symmetrical cubic Bézier curves, the smoothness of which is
controlled by the highest congruence score of the reference paint-
ings (R2). Moreover, to visualize the color scheme for each dynasty
(R4), we split the mountain vertically based on the distribution of
the colors used in the paintings.

We employ the mountain metaphor for two reasons. First, a
mountain has characteristics such as altitude, shape, and multiple
layers, which are suitable for encoding various variables simultane-
ously. Second, restorers are familiar with these characteristics of
the mountains because these characteristics are frequently involved
in Chinese landscape paintings. Using this metaphor may reduce
the cognitive burden of restorers when viewing the visualization.

Glyph-based scatterplots (Fig. 3B-3). To explore the relation-
ships among the reference paintings (R3), users can click on a
dynasty and turn the mountain metaphor into a glyph-based scat-
terplot. The scatterplot shows all reference paintings and each is
represented by a glyph visualization. The glyph visualization com-
prises a stack of horizontal strips. Each strip represents an imagery
in the painting, the congruence score of which is encoded with the
strip’s opacity. To lay out the glyph visualizations in the scatterplot
with respect to the imagery and color scheme similarities of the
paintings, we first construct an imagery vector for each painting
describing the co-occurrence of imageries based on their congru-
ence scores and a color scheme vector based on the color extraction
method detailed in the following explanation of the hierarchical
bar chart. Then, we employ t-SNE to project the imagery and color
scheme vectors into the x and y dimensions of the glyph visualiza-
tions inside the scatterplot, respectively, such that the paintings
that share the similar imageries are closer horizontally, and the
paintings that share the similar color schemes are closer vertically.

Hierarchical bar chart (Fig. 3B-2). To explore different color
schemes (R2) flexibly, we employ the hierarchical bar chart to pro-
vide users with an overview of the color space extracted from the
reference paintings. To build this overview, we discretize the dis-
tribution of the original colors in the CIELAB space as follows.
First, we divide the CIELAB space into 8,000 color subspaces evenly.
We choose the CIELAB space because its color changes are most
consistent with humans’ color perception. Then, we extract the
representative colors in each reference painting using the super-
pixel computation [16] to reduce the number of colors. Next, we
count these representative colors in different color subspaces and
construct a bar chart, where each bar represents a color subspace
with at least one representative color, and the number of the rep-
resentative colors in this subspace is encoded by the bar’s height.
Finally, considering the number of bars could be too large to fit in
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Figure 3: The interface of PColorizor: (A) The board view contains a painting board that provides four tools (from top to bottom
are a color transfer tool, a pencil tool, a lasso tool, and a color extractor tool) and a right collapsible panel that includes a
grid-based text component to help users construct the search query and modify the colorization results. (B) The timeline view is
comprised of mountain metaphors and a hierarchical bar chart. The mountain metaphors (B-1) visualize the congruence scores
and temporal distribution of color schemes. The hierarchical bar chart (B-2) summarizes the color space extracted from the
reference paintings. Users can use the hierarchical bar chart to control the color scheme displayed in the mountain metaphors.
The mountain metaphor can be switched to a glyph-based scatterplot (B-3) that reveals the similarity of the paintings. (C) The
reference view illustrates the model insights about the congruence principle and provides users with a preview window to
assist them in fast colorization [31, 74, 79].

the timeline view, we further employ k-means clustering on these
bars with k set to 16 in this study. Based on the clustering results,
we add k toggle buttons to the bar chart, which are used to expand
or close the detailed bars in the clusters (Fig. 4B). It is worth noting
that only the expanded clusters will be displayed in the mountain
metaphors due to the limited display space of the timeline view.

Interactions. There are three interactions between the visualiza-
tions in the timeline view. First, users can click the dynasty button
to switch between the mountain metaphor and the glyph-based
scatterplot. Specifically, we set a minimum width for the scatterplot.
When the width of the selected mountain metaphor is less than the
minimum width, other mountain metaphors will be proportionally
reduced to make space for the scatterplot. Second, users can click
on the glyph in the scatterplot to quickly view the color schemes
of its corresponding painting in the hierarchical bar chart and the
color evolution in the mountain metaphors. Third, users can use the
mouse’s left button to click on the bar to overlook its correspond-
ing color subspace (Fig. 4D). Users can also use the mouse’s right

button to click on the bar to focus on its corresponding color sub-
space, meaning that all other color subspaces are overlooked. The
overlooked colors will not be included in generating the mountain
metaphors and the glyph-based scatterplot.

6.3 Reference View
The reference view (Fig. 3C) includes a painting list and a preview
window that allows users to inspect the details of the painting. To
demonstrate the ideorealm understood by CLIP to users (R5), we
provide a heatmap-based visualization for each painting in the list.
The computation method of the heatmap follows the approach used
in [19]. In the heatmap-based visualization, red covers the region
with high congruence between the input painting and poem, while
blue covers the region with low congruence. Based on the heatmap,
users can learn which parts of the painting are considered by the
model to be congruent with the ideorealm in the poem. Moreover,
users can click on the painting to view its high-resolution details
through interactions such as drag and zoom in the preview window.
For the imagery that has verified color schemes, users can use the
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Figure 4: The illustration of the interactions between the hier-
archical bar chart and themountainmetaphors: For an initial
state of the mountain metaphors (A), users can click the tog-
gle buttons above the bar chart to control the color subspace
clusters displayed in the mountain metaphors (B). Users can
also click the color regions in the mountain metaphors to
view the detailed distribution of each color subspace in the
cluster (C). Furthermore, users can click the bars to filter the
color subspaces that they are not interested in (D).

color transfer tool in the painting board to select its corresponding
image region for color transfer. Additionally, users can also use
the color extractor tool to sample the color in the painting for
subsequent scribble drawings.

7 CASE STUDIES
In this section, we present two case studies conducted by the two
collaborative restorers (E1, E2). They are the same experts who
were also interviewed in Section 3. In the first case, E1 used the
poem-painting congruence module to search the reference paint-
ings of Dongting East Hill. In the second case, E2 utilized PColorizor
to restore Residents on the Outskirts of Dragon Abode. We also inter-
viewed the two restorers to collect their feedback for subsequent
system iteration.

7.1 Dongting East Hill
E1 was interested in the effectiveness of the poem-painting con-
gruence module in PColorizor. To explore whether the module has
learned the deep alignment between ancient Chinese paintings
and poems, he chose a painting he greatly appreciates, namely
“Dongting East Hill” [32] (Fig. 5A).

Background. The author of this painting is Mengfu Zhao, a
descendant of the royal family of the Song Dynasty but serves as a
senior official in the Yuan Dynasty due to pressure from the ruler
of the Yuan Dynasty. This painting was created after the travel
to Dongting East Hill, which depicts the beautiful scenery of that
place using turquoise color schemes. However, according to the
poem embedded in the painting (Fig. 5A), the author did not use

Figure 5: The illustration of Case 1 (Dongting East Hill): (A)
The painting with an inscribed poem. (B) The score compari-
son of the reference paintings recalled by the painting and
the poem, respectively. (C) The comparison of color distribu-
tion based on the top ten scoring paintings.

this scenery to express positive emotions. The true intention was
to express his yearning for the Song Dynasty and his shame for
serving as an official in the Yuan Dynasty. This implicit expression
is known as “borrowing beautiful scenery to express negative emo-
tions,” which is an essential characteristic of Chinese culture. For
example, the imagery “A boat made of magnolia wood” was first
used by Yuan Qu, a famous patriotic poet from the Warring States
Period, to remember his lost homeland.

Case Insights.Due to the color-fading problem, only faint traces
of color can now be seen in this painting. Thus, E1 wanted to know
if the poem-painting congruence module could learn the ideore-
alm to assist him in searching reference paintings. We compared
the reference paintings searched by the color-faded painting and
its ideorealm-congruent poem separately through a grouped bar
chart (Fig. 5B). Concretely, we integrated the top ten scoring paint-
ings from each modality and utilized the height of two adjacent
bars to encode the congruence scores of each painting. We then
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placed them sequentially on the x-axis, where the order holds no
significance.

Based on the grouped bar chart, E1 noticed that the two modal-
ities exhibited apparent discrepancies in search preferences. E1
stated, “It is interesting that none of the reference paintings gets high
matching scores on both the content of the color-faded painting and
the ideorealm of the poem.” To explore the reasons for the search
preferences, we further visualized the color histograms of each
modality’s top ten scoring paintings (Fig. 5C) to reveal the distri-
bution difference of colors involved in the search results. After
viewing the details of the color histograms, E1 found that the color
histogram constructed on the search results of the poem involves
more color subspaces than that of the painting. Most of these addi-
tional color subspaces are similar to the turquoise color schemes,
which means that the poem-painting congruence module appears
to understand the ideorealm in the inscribed poem of “Dongting
East Hill”. It is also unsurprising that the painting modality cannot
accurately convey this ideorealm because of the color-fading prob-
lem. After E1 confirmed the accurate color schemes contained in
the search results of the poem, he concluded the exploration of the
poem-painting congruence module.

To further demonstrate the ability of the poem-painting congru-
ence module, we selected two other paintings and poems whose
ideorealm expression methods are “borrowing beautiful scenery
to express positive emotions” and “borrowing chaos scenery to
express negative emotions,” respectively. Like “Dongting East Hill,”
we utilized the color-faded painting and its ideorealm-congruent
poem to search for reference paintings separately. We also visual-
ized the color histograms of the search results to show the color
preferences of the two modalities (see Appendix). The results sug-
gest that the poem-painting congruence module can understand
and distinguish the different types of ideorealm. After further dis-
cussion with E1, we considered that the poem-painting congruence
module seems to have learned the different expression methods
in poems for different ideorealm. For example, poems that use the
“borrowing beautiful scenery to express negative emotions” method
usually depict beautiful scenery first and then describe specific
imageries to convey implicit emotions. This characteristic does
not frequently appear in poems that use the “borrowing beautiful
scenery to express positive emotions” method.

7.2 Residents on the Outskirts of Dragon Abode
In this case, E2 used PColorizer to restore one of the masterpieces
created by the famous Chinese painter Yuan Dong from the Five
Dynasties and Ten Kingdoms, titled “Residents on the Outskirts of
Dragon Abode” [84] (Fig. 1A).

Background. This painting depicts a scene of people celebrating
festivals on the outskirts of the capital city, created to celebrate the
virtues and achievements of the country’s ruler. As one of Yuan
Dong’s rare and vibrant landscape paintings and the pioneer of the
Southern School of Chinese landscape painting, this artwork has
been highly coveted by subsequent painters. This painting has been
carefully collected and admired by celebrities such as the Qianlong
Emperor, who also wrote numerous poems to praise its depicted
ideorealm. However, due to over 1,000 years of age, it has suffered
from severe color fading.

Case Insights. To conduct color restoration, E2 selected one
poem with the most relevant descriptions of the painting’s ide-
orealm as the input to PColorizor. After uploading the painting
and poem, E2 first browsed the entire painting to understand the
fading of different imageries. Then, E2 utilized the lasso tool on the
painting board to crop the image regions related to the color-faded
imageries. For each imagery with a rectangle region, E2 further
clicked on the words and sentences describing the imagery in the
grid-based text component. Finally, E2 constructed a query that
consists of three imageries: a tranquil mountain, a lush tree, and a
boat adorned with colorful flags. After E2 clicked the search button,
the poem-painting congruence module returned reference paint-
ings. A new visualization appeared in the timeline view (Fig. 6A).
E2 quickly closed several unfolded clusters in the hierarchical bar
chart and retained the clusters that included blue and green colors.
He explained, “ I am only interested in the color schemes associ-
ated with blue and green colors because Yuan Dong is a landscape
painter skilled in using shades of these colors.” Through viewing the
mountain metaphors, E2 found that the mountain metaphor of the
Ming Dynasty had the highest altitude and a relatively smooth
peak, which implied that plenty of reference paintings existed in
the Ming Dynasty, including some with high poem-painting con-
gruence. Hence, E2 clicked on the dynasty button to further inspect
these paintings.

In the glyph-based scatterplot, E2 discovered that three glyphs
contained three opaque strips, which indicated their corresponding
paintings have high congruence on the queried imageries (Fig. 6B).
Furthermore, these glyphs were divided into two clusters whose
vertical distance could not be ignored, which meant a noticeable
color difference existed between the two clusters. By hovering over
the glyphs, E2 learned the meta information of the painting and
found that they were created by the same author, namely Ying
Qiu, a painter from the Ming Dynasty. Considering Ying Qiu was
renowned for his mastery of various painting techniques in past
dynasties, E2 stated, “It is likely that Qiu Ying’s paintings contain
the correct colors, as he often used earlier coloring techniques.”

To further check whether the color schemes used in these paint-
ings conformed to the historical context of color evolution, E2
clicked on the glyph of the painting (see RP1 in Fig. 6B). For the
color scheme displayed in the hierarchical bar chart, E2 then se-
quentially checked the temporal distribution of each specific color
by utilizing the bar chart to control the color regions in the moun-
tain metaphors. E2 wanted to ensure that these colors appeared
before the Five Dynasties and Ten Kingdoms. After a period of
exploration, E2 discovered that most of the colors had been em-
ployed in the Five Dynasties and Ten Kingdoms, except for a blue
color that began to be used in the Song Dynasty (Fig. 6C). Based
on this finding, E2 stated, “Apparently, this color should be a variant
developed in later dynasties. In the subsequent color restoration, I
must avoid referencing the content involving this color.” Following
the process above, E2 finally identified five high-quality reference
paintings and added them to the list in the reference view.

E2 wondered how the deep learning model aligned the ideore-
alm between the painting and the poem. Therefore, E2 viewed the
heatmap-based visualization for each reference painting and found
that although the model had a relatively accurate perception of
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Figure 6: The illustration of Case 2 (Residents on the Outskirts of Dragon Abode): (A) The temporal distribution of the reference
paintings that contain green and blue colors. The mountain metaphor that represents the Ming Dynasty has the highest altitude
and a relatively smooth peak, which means the Ming Dynasty has the largest number of reference paintings that also obtained
high congruence scores. (B) The imagery and color scheme similarity of the reference paintings [7, 8, 11, 74, 79, 81] in the Ming
Dynasty. Two painting clusters on the right show the close horizontal position and distant vertical position, which means that
the two clusters share similar imageries with different color schemes. (C) The evolution of the primary colors in RP1 [81]. Only
one blue color has not appeared in the Five Dynasties and Ten Kingdoms. (D) Two examples of the model biases [59, 80]. The
image regions covered by red and blue are respectively relevant to the imagery “people sitting on the boat” and the imagery
“green mountains and trees,” which means that the former imagery is more congruent to the ideorealm than the latter imagery.

the overall ideorealm, it exhibited obvious biases on specific im-
ageries. For example, E2 discovered that the model believed that
“people sitting on the boat” were more in line with the congruence
of the ideorealm than “green mountains and trees” (Fig. 6D). E2

stated, “This discovery is very interesting. It can explain some puz-
zles I encountered when finding reference paintings and improve my
exploration efficiency.” E2 then clicked on the index button of one
painting to display it on the preview window. After identifying the
reliable imageries in this painting, E2 utilized the color transfer tool
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on the painting board to select the target and source image regions
for fast colorization. Moreover, E2 also used the color extractor and
pencil tools on the painting board to further adjust the colorization
results. After several iterations, E2 exported the current restoration
version for subsequent restoration work.

We interviewed E2 to collect expert opinions about the system.
Overall, E2 had positive attitudes on PColorizor,

“It plays a positive role in finding reference paintings
and completing colorization. First, it opened a new idea
for me to search for reference paintings based on the con-
gruence between the poem and the painting. Second, the
timeline view also provides a meaningful summariza-
tion of the color insights of the paintings, which shortens
the time of manually reviewing. Moreover, I appreciate
the working experience of restoring a painting with the
automatic colorization model, which allows me to avoid
the high cost of trial-and-error colorization.”

Furthermore, he also provided some improvement suggestions for
PColorizor. 1) The dynasties in the timeline view can be divided
into more fine-grained periods. For instance, the Song Dynasty
can be subdivided into the Northern and Southern Song Dynasties.
Such fine-grained dynasty presentations can help restorers judge
historical facts more accurately. 2) The heatmap-based visualiza-
tion in the reference view should also be displayed in the preview
window for viewing more details of the model insights.

8 DISCUSSION
This section presents the benefits, generalizability, and limitations
of PColorizor, which is also guidance for future work.

8.1 Benefits
Ancient paintings are valuable “photos” that depict human histo-
ries vividly, which are also vulnerable with the passage of time.
Virtual color restoration extends the lives of ancient paintings but
is hindered by the low efficiency of manual colorization. PColorizor
aims to mitigate the race against time by leveraging AI assistance
to support human restorers. On the one hand, we employ the CLIP
model to establish a bridge between paintings and poems, which
supports a visualization and exploration of possible color references
extracted from the cross-modal information. On the other hand, we
adopt the auto-coloring model and develop a set of interactions to
involve restorers in the trial-and-error process of colorization pre-
views. PColorizor not only support painting colorization but also
provides color knowledge extracted from ancient Chinese paintings,
which may serve as an educational tool for junior restorers.

The missing of high-fidelity references and lack of high-quality
restored examples are common obstacles to restoring ancient paint-
ings. To overcome these obstacles, we bridge the gaps between Chi-
nese poems and paintings based on the principle of poem-painting
congruence. PColorizor put a spotlight on cross-modal models (e.g.,
CLIP) that implement the congruence principle, which offers a
promising avenue for addressing other issues in ancient paintings,
such as content missing.

8.2 Generalizability
Our research primarily focuses on examining the congruence be-
tween ancient Chinese paintings and poems. However, we also
suspect that this principle may be applicable to other forms of Chi-
nese art, such as porcelain and architecture, due to the central role
that poetry plays in traditional Chinese culture. Additionally, West-
ern art has explored the concept of congruence between paintings
and poetry [24]. Therefore, we believe that this principle could have
significant implications for fields such as cultural heritage restora-
tion and recreation. PColorizor’s modules can also be expanded
to more general domains. For instance, during cross-modal align-
ment training, the poem-painting congruence module can accept
text inputs in various formats. Therefore, for paintings that lack
ideorealm-congruent poems, alternative textual descriptions can
be used to execute this module. Additionally, the color analysis
module can also be applied to visualize color information from
other sources.

8.3 Limitations and Future Work
We list the limitation and future work of our study as follows.

Data. Data serves as a crucial foundation for artificial intelli-
gence. Recent impressive models, such as ChatGPT [34] and CLIP,
are trained using vast amounts of data. Nevertheless, the limited
scale of available data restricts the types of automation that can
occur. For example, we want to further improve the poem-painting
module to support more diverse types of idearealm, but encountered
difficulties due to overfitting caused by a limited dataset. A promis-
ing solution lies in using color information from other ancient
artifacts, such as porcelain, architecture, and clothing, which are
all concrete artistic expressions deeply rooted in Chinese culture.

Model performance. Ancient Chinese paintings and poems
contain diverse ideorealm. In addition to the three primary cate-
gories of ideorealm mentioned in Section 7.1, the poem-painting
module needs to be further evaluated on other unusual ideorealm.
Furthermore, even for the three primary categories of ideorealm, the
poem-painting module can not guarantee that every high-scoring
reference painting is correct. In this regard, more advanced cross-
modal models and higher-quality datasets may improve the perfor-
mance of the poem-painting module. Unlike the photos commonly
used in image colorization, Chinese paintings often have ultra-high
resolution and contain rich local color details. Learning from this
image data type remains a challenge for current colorization models.
In this work, we adopted a data augmentation strategy by capturing
multiple local images through a sliding window. However, such
a strategy is still unable to fundamentally solve the problem of
the color detail loss caused by down-sampling. For this problem,
Wang et al. [69] employed a crop-and-combine method, which may
provide a feasible solution.

Visualization scalability. Although we have set two display
scales for the mountain metaphors and the bar chart in the timeline
view, it is still challenging to overcome perception limitations as
the number of reference paintings increases. For example, visual
occlusion may appear in the glyph-based scatterplot when too
many glyphs are contained in the limited display space. To alleviate
this problem, more scalable visualization methods [44, 65] can be
employed in future work.
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LLM-based color restoration. The revolution triggered by
LLMs (Large Language Models) such as ChatGPT [34] has affected
numerous industries, and we believe that the color restoration of
ancient paintings can also benefit from it. In addition to providing
color inference and logical explanation, LLMs can also improve
the quality of painting restoration by accepting verbal descriptions
from restorers, which is not supported by the current framework.
Thus, the integration of restorers and LLMs in re-coloring ancient
paintings has become a promising research direction. To foster
effective human-AI collaboration, users should review LLM results
to address ethical concerns raised by automation tasks.

9 CONCLUSION
We propose PColorizor, a novel visual analytic approach to facili-
tate the easy restoration of ancient Chinese paintings. To ease the
difficulties of manual restoration, we adopt deep learning-based
models to provide effective color references and support efficient
trial-and-error colorization. We especially employ the CLIP model
to associate poems and paintings using the congruence principle.
To leverage AI insights, we further visualize poem ideorealm using
heatmaps that predict the visual attentions of the CLIP model and
develop a mountain-based visual metaphor that exhibits the tem-
poral evolution of color schemes. Finally, we collaborate with two
domain experts and conduct real-world case studies to demonstrate
the usage of PColorizor.
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